Salary is a major consideration in most of the professions being taken by soon-to-be professionals. The fact that amount counts in today's world coincides with the ideas that if it is not well-compensated, then it must not be pursued. On the other side of the story, some others are vying for profession that is based on their passion such as the art or music without even taking into account the amount that they will gain from it. It is more of a vocation rather than profession. While teaching and educating the minds of future professionals is a job of innate passion to mentor the youth, the reality that such profession is not a well-paid one especially in the Philippines tells people to think twice.

According to Creative Commons, attention to teachers' condition is a key to improving the Basic Education in the Philippines and one among such is the development of reforms prior to the increase in the salary of educators nationwide. Though not that enormous compared to other jobs, it aims to attract more individuals to take the path of being educators in the near future. No one must be misled that it is never a great profession being a mentor however; it is not that legitimate to say that what the teachers sow, they reap especially in terms of effort in making the students learn.

Aside from being just an educator, teachers are also playing the roles of being social workers specifically to financially challenged learners in public educational institutions. Instead of saving some amount for themselves or for future use, they opt to help the kids who are suffering from crises and who are already on the edge of forgetting that education must never be hindered by poverty. In the Philippines, most learners are hopeful poor that they are anchoring their agonies to education that through such, success
can be attained. Going back to the mentors' talk, it is truthful to claim that excess money, if there is one, are still being donated to those who do not have the capability to provide for themselves. Also, classroom decorations for those who are taking the roles of advisers are in-charge of their own pockets as well. One among the most effective factor to renew every time and to beautify annually is the classroom for conducive environment means greater interest in learning. From small stickers to big banners, these are shouldered by the mentors without the aid from the institution. It is a personal initiative in a shorter notion.

Though financial stability and money growth are not the goals of being educators instead, to nurture every learner and facilitate learning every time, teaching is still the most noble profession of all. Its mammoth aspiration of honing the future professionals really speaks up for the foremost consideration of all its aspects being improved. From small classrooms, big classes, paid decorations and enough compensation, these aspects if considered, will prosper the educational field and will provide a sturdy growth to the teaching profession. It is indeed, not for money but by heart; not for fame but for social service; not for riches but for pride and not for pocket fullness but for filling empty mindsets of the youth whose future depends on them.
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